
Scanning
Negatives 
in the 
Memory Lab



Turning on the Mac and Monitor

To turn on the monitor, 
push this first button
on the right underhand
side.

In the back right
corner, push in
the recessed
“on” button.

Give it a few moments 
and look for the small
dot to light up here. 
Now the Mac is on.



You can scan either color or
black and white negatives.

On the Mac, 
Open the Epson Scan 2 software

Get the scanner ready.

Add the tray guide here.
 It is found in the gray filing cabinet.

Take off this white background from the top inside of the scanner.

Turn on the scanner by hitting the dark gray
button. When the light becomes solid green,
the scanner is on.



 FInd the negative tray in the
gray filing cabinet. Pop open the
top of one row, as shown above.

1.

2. Lay your negative
down in the tray.

3. Click the top of the
row back in place,
use the grooves. 

4. Place the tray on the
scanner and shut the top.



The Resolution is something that can be changed if you want. However, if you select the
higher settings, it takes longer to scan, is harder to share, and takes up much more
storage.  An excellent range to get quality scans is 300-1600 dpi.

Settings for color negatives Settings for black and white negatives



Do an initial Preview scan of the tray of negatives

Select TIFF as the image format.

Do not type a file name.
Wait until you get a single negative 
ready to scan.

Select your storage device as the folder 
to save this.

Click on "Preview" to scan the whole negative tray.



2.Click here on the magnifying glass to zoom in on
highlighted negative .

1.Click and drag a square around
one negative.

3.This will start a preview scan.



1. Click and drag the borders 
to prepare for scanning.

2. Name it.

Click "OK"

Click "Settings"

Type the name



Next, you will see the file. Double click on it.Click "Scan."

The final picture!

Click "Scan"



Yellow stains

Very high Resolution

Some negatives will have
damage you won't even see 
until the negative is scanned.
The only thing you can do
 is wipe the dust off, but 
damage like this example 
can not be fixed. 

This Resolution is set at 2400. 
Don't do this. 
It does not always improve 
a scan. 
High Resolution settings make
files that are very big and take
more room to store with no
real visible improvement. 



Enjoy seeing your negatives come to life!


